Welcome to the Christmas
Tournament in the Casino
Bregenz
*The Casino Bregenz has placed its Christmas tournament on an
earlier date, on the 6.12 – 8.12.2001.*
The tournament is played in the three different poker
versions: Omaha Pot limit, Texas Holdem No limit and Seven
Stud Split limit. On every 3 tournament days, an extra is
given to the participants. Here become among all tournament
participants 5 Buy Ins (Don) or 3 Buy Ins (free) and on
Saturday 3 Buy Ins draw by lots.
Accreditation on the respective day is starting from 18
o’clock, advance notifications remain up to 19 o’clock.
Daily cash games are offered, starting from 15 o’clock up to
3.00/4.00 and 5.00 o’clock.
In each case 2 % are taken for the BEST ALLROUND PLAYER. This
is determined by a point rank list. The 15 best players per
tournament receive points, which result from the number of
plays. Each tournament winner has the possibility to
participate in the TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS in Las Vegas.
During the tournament the following additional performances
are offered:
For the service fee of ATS 200,– per day, you get four
beverages from the list of beverages and a coupon for a meal
in the casino restaurant on the respective day.
Paying the service fee is obligatory for the participation in
the tournament!
With different hotels we agreed upon special prices.
Concerning your hotel reservation, please contact directly the
hotels.
For further information or questions:

Joe Fuchshofer, Edgar Stuchly, Pokermanager
Casino Bregenz, Symphonikerplatz 3, A-6900 Bregenz
Tel: (++43)/(0)5574/45127-14
Fax: (++43)/(0)5574/45127-26
Homepage: http://www2.vol.at/Casino_Bregenz/
E-Mail: Joachim.Fuchshofer@casinos.at
Poker-Hotline: (++43)/(0)664/541 77 47
[key:IC] recommends to reserve in time, because the number of
participants is limited. Casino Bregenz was and is always a
guarantor for an excellent and outstanding poker weekend.
The [key:IC] requires to you much fun and success with the
Christmas Tournaments in the Casino Bregenz, Austria.

